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ABSTRACT: Enhanced bulk dimensionality in organic materials employed in optoelectronic
devices is desirable and can overcome fabrication issues related to structural defects and grain
boundaries. Herein, we report a novel fluorinated diketopyrrolopyrrole single crystal structure,
which displays a unique, mutually orthogonal, 2-dimensional cruciform π-π stacking
arrangement. The crystal structure is characterised by an unusually large number of nearest
neighbour dimer pairs which contribute to a greater thermal integrity than structurally analogous
equivalents. Binding energies and charge transfer integrals were computed for all of the crystal
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extracted dimer pairs by means of M06-2X density functional at 6-311G(d) level. Although
weak, a number of intermolecular interactions involving organic fluorine (C-F---H, πF---π and CF---πF) were identified to influence the supramolecular assembly of these dimer pairs. Charge
transfer integrals for the two π-π stacking crystal dimers were determined using the energy
splitting in dimer method. Ambipolar charge transport favouring electron transfer approaching
that of rubrene is predicted in both of these π-π stacks with a greater magnitude of coupling
observed from those dimers perpetuating along the crystallographic a-axis. Charge transport
behaviour in the single crystal is greatly influenced by selective fluorination of the N-benzyl
substituents and is consistent with the crystal extracted π-π stacking dimer geometries and their
overall influence on wavefunction overlap. The reported structure is an interesting electron
transport material that could be exploited, particularly in thin film based optoelectronic devices,
where high bulk dimensionality is required.
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INTRODUCTION
The concept of dimensionality is widely employed to describe both molecular and bulk structural
properties in organic semiconductors.1,2 High bulk dimensionality is proposed to be
advantageous, overcoming significant fabrication issues relating to structural defects and grain
boundaries in charge mediating devices. It is accepted that linear conjugated systems often
display the most efficient bulk assemblies for charge transport based on 1-dimensional π-π
stacking with high electronic coupling and transfer integrals. These systems are often surpassed
in device performance however, by molecular scaffolds displaying more effective solid state
aggregation and a greater number of electronic interactions that consist of 2-dimensional or
3-dimensional π-π stacking in mutually orthogonal directions.1
Many examples of conjugated π-systems that exhibit higher orders of molecular and bulk
dimensionality have been reported, including the archetypal swivel and spiro-centred
oligothiophene cruciforms, perylenediimides, TIPS pentacene cruciforms, dinapththothiophenes,
benzobisthiazoles and tetrathiafulvalene analogues.1-3 Recent developments in this area have
focused on the design of non-linear molecular architectures based on star-shaped π-conjugated
platforms. Whilst several of these systems display unique and useful solid state properties, they
are often limited by a propensity to form amorphous morphologies in the bulk state.1,4 Clearly,
there is a strong rationale to design new, improved molecular architectures that facilitate efficient
conjugation coupled with predictable, controllable and crystalline solid state behaviour.
First reported in 1974,5 diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPPs) are ubiquitously employed in industry as
high performance organic pigments, owing to their highly desirable colouristic and fastness
properties.6-11 More recently, materials based upon DPPs have attracted interest as promising
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charge transfer mediating materials in optoelectronic devices such as organic light emitting
diodes, organic field effect transistors and organic photovoltaics for solar energy conversion.12-27
The concept of enhanced dimensionality in DPP containing architectures has been reported,
although this has focused mainly on an increase in molecular dimensionality based around linear
conjugated and non-conjugated systems.28 In star-shaped molecules such as those described,
strong quadrupole based aggregation in the solid state limits charge carrier performance in field
effect transistor applications. One potential strategy to improve charge transport behaviour in
such star-shaped environments is through the correct choice and position of the solubilising
N-substituents, aimed to direct more efficient solid state interactions.1
We are engaged in the rational design and systematic engineering of crystalline and thin film
architectures based upon N-substituted DPPs29-34 and have recently demonstrated in a number of
systems that small structural variations can systematically influence and control the packing
motifs via manipulation of their single crystal intermolecular interactions.29-32 We are
specifically interested in the dramatic changes observed to intermonomer displacements in
crystal derived π-π stacking dimer pairs in these systems, which are reported to play a crucial
role in determining the charge transfer properties of organic semiconductors.29-32,35-37 We have
shown that N-benzylation is an effective strategy in the molecular design of DPPs, with
N-benzyl substituted single crystal examples characterised by close alignment along their short
molecular axis with the emergence of slipped cofacial 1-dimensional π-π stacks29-32 unlike their
pigment and alkylated counterparts.38-41 This close intermonomer alignment along the short
molecular axis in N-benzyl DPP architectures is associated to larger computed intermolecular
interactions which are desirable for the enhancement of π-π stacking thermal integrity and to
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furthermore maximise wavefunction overlap, critical in optimising hole and electron transfer
behaviour.
In addition, halogen substitutions have been widely explored in π-conjugated organic
semiconductors and we have shown that they play an active role in determining the solid state
behaviour in N-benzyl DPPs. Fluorine substitution of hydrogen is often employed in the life
sciences and solid state chemistry42-53 in light of their similar polarizabilities, with substantial
change in their occupied volume. Physical and chemical properties in comparative systems are
influenced by the significant variation in electronegativity, such as the reversal of the electron
density when comparing perfluorinated rings and their non-fluorinated analogues and is often
associated to the appearance of an array of intermolecular interactions such as C-F---H, C-F---FC, C-F---πF, πF---π and πF---πF contacts.44,45,49-52 Hydrogen bonding interactions involving
organic fluorine are rarely encountered despite its high electronegativity and is related to the low
polarisability of this atom.44,45,54 We have previously reported that isosteric fluorine substitution
in N-benzyl substituted DPPs plays an important role in determining solid state packing
behaviour and can be tuned to access unique structural motifs.29 The π-π stacking regime of
crystal structures bearing direct fluorination of the DPP core phenyl rings and benzyl groups
display the now characteristic 1-dimensional slipped π-π stacking motif arising from N-benzyl
substitution, with the degree of long and short molecular axes slip controlled by the position of
fluorine substitution. Surprisingly, this type of stacking behaviour is diminished completely by
trifluoromethyl substitution at the para position of the core phenyl rings, leading to novel
packing motifs underpinned by an orthogonal orientation of the π-π stacking dimer pairs and
formation of a non-covalent organic framework characterised by well-defined channels
perpetuating along the length of a single crystallographic axis.29
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In all of the DPP crystal structures reported to date by our group, π-π stacking behaviour has
been 1-dimensional in the bulk state, despite the star-shaped structure of the molecular building
blocks involved. In the following study, we extend our earlier work on fluorine substitution in
DPPs and report the synthesis and characterisation of a novel symmetrical fluorine substituted
N-benzyl DPP single crystal structure, which surprisingly, exhibits 2-dimensional π-π stacking
(Scheme 1). This new structure, HHFBDPP, was given a name in the form of XYZBDPP, in
line with our previously reported series29 for ease of comparison throughout the present study,
where X and Y denote the substitution on the para and meta positions of DPP core phenyl rings
respectively. In turn, Z denotes isosteric substitution of the phenylic atoms for fluorine atoms
within the benzyl groups.
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Scheme 1. HHFBDPP synthetic route. (i) PhCN, Na, t-amyl alcohol, reflux; (ii) PentafluoroBnBr, K2CO3, DMF, 120 °C;
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The crystal structure of HHFBDPP exhibits a greater number of nearest neighbour dimer pairs
(vide infra) when compared to all previous DPP based systems examined by us29-31 and more
importantly all of its dimer pairs are centrosymmetric, facilitating a theoretical determination of
their charge transfer properties via the energy splitting in dimer method. Two separate dimer
pairs were observed to form one-dimensional π-π stacking motifs and their respective π-π dimer
stacking arrangements are illustrated in Figure 1. The first of these two π-π dimer pairs (dimer
pair II) exhibits the characteristic29-31 slipped-cofacial intermonomer arrangement associated
with N-benzyl substitution, with a large displacement along the long molecular axis (Δx = 9.13
Å) and a shift along the short molecular axis (Δy = 1.64 Å), consistent with that reported by us
previously for the meta fluorinated analogue, HFFBDPP (Δx and Δy = 9.12 and 2.31 Å
respectively).29 The latter reinforced our conclusion that isosteric fluorine substitution of the
benzyl phenylic hydrogen atoms leads to larger displacements along the long and short
molecular axes than those exhibited by non-fluorinated equivalents, such as HHHBDPP (where
Δx and Δy = 4.52 and 0.05 Å respectively).30 The second stacking interaction based on dimer
pair (V) of HHFBDPP is characterised by unusual intermonomer displacements (Δx = 0.58 and
Δy = 4.43 Å) which are much more in line with those observed for non N-substituted DPP
pigments. To the best of our knowledge, the crystal structure of HHFBDPP represents the first
N-substituted DPP derivative to exhibit such a large displacement along the short molecular axis
in a π-π stacking interaction. In addition, π-π stacking dimer pairs II and V extend into mutually
orthogonal one-dimensional π-π slipped cofacial stacking motifs running parallel to the b and a
crystallographic axes respectively. This cruciform arrangement of π-π stacking interactions is
unique and HHFBDPP represents the first example of a DPP where high order bulk
dimensionality is observed in the single crystal structure. In the following report, the nature of
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the computed binding energies and charge transfer properties of these distinctive stacking
assemblies will be discussed.

Figure 1. A Illustration of long and short molecular axes in DPP-based architectures. B Long
and short molecular axis view of π-π dimer pair II and V of HHFBDPP and analogous systems,
HHHBDPP and HFFBDPP for comparison. Phenyl-DPP cores in short molecular axis views of
HHFBDPP and HFFBDPP are highlighted for ease of visualisation.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and instrumentation. Unless otherwise specified, all starting materials and reagents
were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Sigma-Aldrich or VWR and used as received without
further purification. 1H NMR and
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C NMR spectra were determined using a Bruker AV3 400

MHz spectrometer (in CDCl3). Elemental analyses were carried out using the service provided at
the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, UK. FTIR analyses were carried out on the neat
samples by attenuated total reflectance using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS5 FTIR
Spectrometer, with an iD5 ATR (Diamond) sampling accessory.
Synthesis.
2,5-bis(pentafluorobenzyl)-3,6-diphenylpyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione

(HHFBDPP).

A

suspension of 3,6-diphenyldihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione30 (0.58 g, 2.01 mmol) and
anhydrous K2CO3 (0.32 g, 2.32 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (50 mL) was heated at 120 °C under
nitrogen atmosphere. At this temperature and under vigorous stirring a solution of 2,3,4,5,6pentafluorobenzyl bromide (0.57 g, 2.18 mmol) in DMF (30 mL) was added over 1 h. Stirring
and heating at 120 °C were continued for 1 h and after cooling to room temperature the crude
product was purified by wet flash chromatography eluting with hexane-dichloromethane (3:7)
and then precipitated with methanol to give HHFBDPP (0.179 g, 25.3 %) as a bright yellow
powder. 1H NMR (CDCl3): 5.07 (4H, s, CH2); 7.50-7.55 (6H, m, ArH), 7.66-7.71 (4H, m, ArH).
13

CNMR (CDCl3): 34.42, 109.78, 127.43, 128.46, 129.11, 131.54, 148.24, 161.86. IR

(ATR)/cm−1: 3065 (ArH), 2959 (CH2), 1680 (C=O), 1503 (C=C), 1378 (CH2), 1352 (CH2), 1123
(CF), 1017 (CF), 789 (ArH). Anal. Calcd. for C32H14F10N2O2: C, 59.27; H, 2.18; N, 4.32. Found:
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C, 58.45; H, 1.85; N, 4.18. TLC: Rf (dichloromethane) 0.41, (ethyl acetate) 0.83. Melting Point:
307-310 °C
Preparation of Crystal for Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction analysis. The single crystal of
HHFBDPP was obtained from DCM/hexane (1:1) by slow evaporation of a cooled solution.
Crystal structure determination. Crystallographic measurements were made with an Oxford
Diffraction Gemini S instrument at 123 K using Cu (λ = 1.5428 Å) graphite monochromated
radiation. The structure was refined against F2 and against all unique reflections to convergence
using SHELX-97.55 Selected crystallographic and refinement parameters are; C32H14F10N2O2,
triclinic P͞1; a = 5.9851(4), b = 9.7414(5), c = 11.0925(6) Å, α = 94.842(4), β = 101.453(5), γ =
92.320(5) °, V = 630.50(6) Å3, Z = 1, Z’ = 0.5; reflections collected 7311, reflections unique
2488, Rint = 0.0393, 2θmax = 146.2 °; For 208 parameters, R = 0.0435 (F for 2121 observed
reflections), Rw = 0.1268 (F2 all unique reflections), S = 1.050. Selected parameters are given in
Table 1 and full details are given in the deposited cif files. CCDC reference number 1481505
contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper.
Computational details. Using a cut-off distance of van-der-Waals (vdW) radius + 0.3 Å, all
nearest neighbouring dimer pairs derived from the experimentally determined crystal structure of
HHFBDPP were identified and their intermolecular interactions and charge transfer integrals
computed. Dimer pair binding energies, ΔECP, were all corrected for Basis Set Superposition
Error (BSSE) using the counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi.56 Transfer integrals for holes
(th) and electrons (te) were computed within the framework of the energy splitting in dimer
method where th and te are given by half the splitting between the dimer HOMO/HOMO(-1) and
LUMO/LUMO(+1) orbitals respectively.35 All molecular modelling studies in this work were
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carried out using Truhlar’s density functional M06-2X57 at the 6-311G(d) level as implemented
in Spartan1058 software unless otherwise stated. This density functional has been shown to give a
good account of the dimer interactions of π-conjugated systems.37,59
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural description. As is common for related structures,29,30,32 the molecular structure of
HHFBDPP has crystallographically imposed i symmetry (Z’ = 0.5) with the centre of symmetry
lying in the middle of the C1-C1’ bond. This necessitates an anti-conformation with the C6F5
groups lying above and below the plane of the DPP ring. Previous structures in this family have
been described as π-π stacks with a continuum of structures with different degrees of slip along
the long molecular axis.29-32 Small degrees of slip correspond to close contacts between the DPP
rings and the (non-benzyl) C6X5 rings whilst larger degrees of slip correspond to contacts
between pairs of C6X5 rings. HHFBDPP has a structure that fits into this continuum albeit with
a large long axis slip that is most similar to the series’ previously described end member
HFFBDPP. The centroid to centroid distance between the phenyl rings is 3.792 Å and so like
HFFBDPP this is a relatively long contact that lies outside the contact distance of van der Waals
interactions. With respect to van der Waals distances, the shortest contacts are π-π interactions
between the fluorinated rings (shortest C…C distance 3.293(2) Å), F…F contacts (shortest
2.787(2) Å) and non-classical and weak hydrogen bonds between the C=O group and H atoms of
the phenyl rings (shortest H…O 2.42 Å).
Intermolecular interaction energies, ΔECP. Control over the substitution effects in
π-conjugated organic crystalline materials and rationalising the nature of intermolecular
interactions and packing motifs still represents a major challenge in supramolecular design. In
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order to broaden our understanding of isosteric fluorine substitution in N-benzyl substituted
DPPs, all of the nearest neighbour dimer pairs within a distance of van der Waals + 0.3 Å were
identified for HHFBDPP and their intermolecular interactions computed, with emphasis placed
on the identification of fluorine directed stabilisation. Organic fluorine has been extensively
reported to promote a number of different types of intermolecular interactions such as C-F---H,
C-F---F-C, C-F---πF, π---πF and πF---πF44,45,49-53 which although are normally observed to be
weak can play a substantial role in determining packing motifs.
The large number of nearest neighbour dimer pairs (16) observed for HHFBDPP (site positions
reported in SI 1), contrasts to those described by us previously for analogous systems such as
HHHBDPP30 (12) and HFFBDPP29 (10). Each of the dimer pairs in HHFBDPP were identified
to be centrosymmetric with identical site energies, which is consistent with the non-fluorinated
analogue, HHHBDPP.30 The experimentally determined melting point of 307-310 °C for the
single crystal of HHFBDPP was observed to exceed those reported by us previously for single
crystals of the structural analogues HHHBDPP and HFFBDPP (278 °C and 268-270 °C
respectively),29,30 consistent with the number of nearest neighbour dimer pairs in each (16, 12
and 10 respectively) and crudely represented by the sum of the computed intermolecular
interactions for each systems (ΔECPtot = -299.0 kJ mol-1, -294.7 kJ mol-1 and -241.9 kJ mol-1
respectively). It is apparent that substitutions carried out on the DPP core phenyl rings in
fluorinated systems are responsible for a decrease in the thermal integrity of their respective
single crystals, with benzyl fluorination in this case actually enhancing thermal stability.
In light of the crucial role played by π-π stacking motifs in determining the charge transport
properties of organic conjugated materials,35-37 it is significant that two of the identified dimer
pairs of HHFBDPP (dimer pairs II and V) exhibit such a stacking assembly (Figure 2). Dimer
12

pair II is characterised by the slipped cofacial π-π stacking motif observed previously in
N-benzyl substituted DPPs, where the displacement along the long and short molecular axes (see
Figure 1) are observed to be analogous to those for the meta-fluorinated analogue, HFFBDPP
(Δx of 9.13 and 9.12 and Δy of 1.64 and 2.31 Å for HHFBDPP and HFFBDPP
respectively).29,30 These observed displacements along the short molecular axis reinforce our
previous findings that intermonomer overlap is significantly diminished upon isosteric fluorine
substitution of the phenylic hydrogen atoms within the benzyl groups and results in larger shifts
not found in the non-fluorinated equivalent, HHHBDPP (Δx = 4.52 and Δy = 0.05 Å).30 The
other π-π stacking dimer (pair V of HHFBDPP) is characterised by displacements along the long
and short molecular axes (Δx and Δy = 0.58 and 4.43 Å respectively),29 which are much more
consistent with pigment analogues,39-41 non-substituted acenes and thiophenes.60-63 From a search
of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) this is the first reported non N-substituted DPP
structure to display such a displaced cofacial π-π stacking interaction along the short molecular
axis.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the cruciform supramolecular arrangement observed in HHFBDPP.

Figure 2 illustrates the unique supramolecular arrangement of π-π stacking observed in
HHFBDPP, where dimer pairs II and V pairs form mutually orthogonal one-dimensional π-π
slipped cofacial stacking motifs that perpetuate the length of the b and a crystallographic axes
respectively. The supramolecular assembly of both π-π stacking domains affords a cruciform
arrangement in the bulk which is highly advantageous in organic semiconductors. In addition,
the π-π stacking dimer pairs II and V were observed to exhibit the largest computed
intermolecular interaction energies from all of those identified in the single crystal structure of
HHFBDPP (see Table 2). For dimer pair II, which exhibits a closer alignment along the short
molecular axis than dimer pair V (Δy = 1.64 and 4.43 Å for dimer pairs II and V respectively),
an intermolecular interaction energy of -41.08 kJ mol-1 was computed. This is lower than that
14

computed for the π-π stacking dimer pair of the non-fluorinated equivalent, HHHBDPP for
which we reported ΔECP of -70.20 kJ mol-1,30 but greater than that computed for the analogue
bearing fluorine substituents on the benzyl phenyl rings and at the meta positions of the DPP
core phenyl rings (HFFBDPP, where ΔECP = -22.46 kJ mol-1).29 We associate the differences in
interaction energies of the respective π-π stacks to the interactions facilitated by their different
displacements along the long and short molecular axes, as illustrated in Figure 1 (Δx/Δy =
4.52/0.05, 9.13/1.64 and 9.12/2.31 Å for HHHBDPP, HHFBDPP and HFFBDPP
respectively). In turn, a larger computed binding energy of -56.17 kJ mol-1 was determined for
the π-π stacking dimer pair V of HHFBDPP which we similarly ascribe to the closer
intermonomer alignment observed for this dimer pair along the long molecular axis (Δx = 9.13
and 0.58 Å for dimer pairs II and V respectively) and therefore more favourable intermolecular
interactions. Both π-π stacking dimer pairs of HHFBDPP were observed to exhibit greater
binding energies than those computed for the cofacial π-π dimer pair identified in the single
crystal structure of rubrene (ΔECP = -35.60 kJ mol-1 using M06-2X/6-311G*), which is an
archetypal material widely employed as a charge transfer mediator in optoelectronic
devices.36,64,65 Therefore, we anticipate a greater thermal integrity of the two π-π stacking dimer
assemblies reported for HHFBDPP; a property which is highly desirable in light of the
sensitivity (vide infra) of computed charge transfer integrals to small intermonomeric
displacements.29-31,37,62,66 Given the importance of intermolecular interactions in promoting or
precluding certain supramolecular frameworks, we computed the binding energies for all of the
dimer pairs identified for HHFBDPP in order to broaden our understanding of non-covalent
interactions in fluorine containing N-benzyl DPPs and their role in defining such supramolecular
architectures.
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Figure 3. Space filled representation of all the nearest neighbour dimer pairs of HHFBDPP.
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The identified nearest neighbour dimer pairs extracted from the single crystal structure of
HHFBDPP are presented in Figure 3. The role of pentafluorobenzyl (FB) substitution in these
environments was investigated by producing a series of systematically cropped dimer pairs (DPP
in Table 2) and computing their interaction energies, in line with our previous studies,29-31 where
the fluorine substituted benzyl groups were cropped and substituted with hydrogen atoms to
generate their pigment-type equivalents. These results are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2. Counterpoise corrected intermolecular interactions energies, ΔECP for structurally
modified and non-structurally modified dimer pairs of all the nearest neighbours of HHFBDPP.
M06-2X/6-311G(d)
Dimer pair
ΔECP / KJ mol-1

II
I

V
III

IV

(cruciform)

VI

VII

VIII

(cruciform)

XYZBDPP

-9.64

-41.08

-1.55

-30.23

-56.17

-6.87

-3.62

-0.37

DPP

-1.95

-35.74

-1.34

-0.22

-25.25

0.26

0.72

0.19

Analysis of the computed intermolecular interactions reveals very small (ΔECP = -41.08
and -35.74 kJ mol-1 for XYZBDPP and DPP of dimer pair II respectively) pentafluorobenzyl
induced stabilisation of the dimer pair II. The latter is associated to a weak intermolecular
interaction between the electropositive para phenylic hydrogen atoms and the electron deficient
pentafluorophenyl rings. In turn, most of the computed binding energy can be associated to the
quasi-eclipsed π-π interaction between the DPP core phenyl rings and an electrostatic interaction
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between the electronegative carbonyl oxygen and the electropositive meta phenylic hydrogen
atoms located 2.542 Å apart (Figure 4). This is consistent with the computed pentafluorobenzyl
induced stabilisation of the meta-fluorinated analogue, HFFBDPP (ΔECP = -22.46 and -16.75 kJ
mol-1 for XYZBDPP and DPP of the π-π dimer pair of HFFBDPP respectively),29 which we
attribute to their similar intermonomer displacements along the short and long molecular axes as
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Capped stick representation of π-π stacking dimer pair II of HHFBDPP, with
illustrated close interatomic contacts.

Unlike the fluorinated species HHFBDPP and HFFBDPP, the non-fluorinated analogue,
HHHBDPP is characterised by a substantial destabilisation on removal of the benzyl groups
(ΔECP = -70.10 and -41.90 kJ mol-1 for XYZBDPP and DPP of π-π dimer pair of HHHBDPP
respectively). This greater benzyl induced stabilisation for the π-π dimer pair of HHHBDPP is
attributed to a close electrostatic intermolecular interaction between the electropositive
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methylene hydrogens and electronegative carbonyl oxygen atoms, which is precluded in the
fluorinated systems given the larger shift along the long molecular axis (Δx = 4.52, 9.13 and 9.12
Å for π-π dimer pairs of HHHBDPP, HHFBDPP (II) and HFFBDPP respectively)29,30 as
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Capped stick representation of π-π stacking dimer pairs of HHHBDPP, HHFBDPP
(dimer pair II) and HFFBDPP, with illustrated close interatomic contacts for each dimeric
interaction.

In contrast to π-π dimer pair II in HHFBDPP, the π-π stacking dimer pair V, which is
characterised by significant displacement along the short molecular axis was observed to exhibit
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a larger pentafluorobenzyl induced stabilisation (ΔECP =-56.17 and -25.25 kJ mol-1 for
XYZBDPP and DPP of dimer pair V respectively). We associate this two-fold stabilisation to
intermolecular interactions involving a slipped-cofacial67-69 contact between the electron
deficient pentafluorinated phenyl rings and two different electrostatic intermolecular interactions
between the electronegative carbonyl oxygen of one monomer and the electropositive methylene
and ortho phenylic hydrogen atoms of the other monomer, which are separated by 3.106 and
2.423 Å respectively (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Capped stick representation of π-π stacking dimer pair V of HHFBDPP, with
illustrated close interatomic contacts.

For the remaining dimer pairs of HHFBDPP (see Figure 7), we observed a predominance of
pentafluorobenzyl induced stabilisation in all cases, which was evaluated via direct comparison
of the XYZBDPP and DPP dimer pairs. Of significance, was the ca. 30 kJ mol-1 destabilisation
observed upon removal of the benzyl groups in dimer pair IV (ΔECP =-30.23 and -0.22 kJ mol-1
for XYZBDPP and DPP), rationalised through the loss of intermolecular interactions involving
a slipped-cofacial67-69 contact between the perfluorinated benzylic phenyl rings as previously
described for dimer pair V, a T-shape interaction70-82 between the para fluorine atoms and the
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DPP core phenyl rings and to a lesser extent a close intermolecular contact of 3.209 Å between
the electropositive methylene hydrogens and electronegative fluorine atoms as illustrated in
Figure 7. Finally, dimer pairs I and VI were also observed to involve substantial
pentafluorobenzyl induced stabilisation, which was identified by the significant reduction in their
computed ΔECP on progression from XYZBDPP to DPP (ΔECP = -9.64/-1.95 and -6.87/0.26 kJ
mol-1 for XYZBDPP/DPP for dimer pairs I and VI respectively). In the case of dimer pair I the
stabilisation is ascribed to an electrostatic interaction between electronegative fluorine atoms and
electropositive phenylic hydrogens (Figure 7). The pentafluorobenzyl induced stabilisation of
dimer pair VI is illustrated in Figure 3 and associated to an intermolecular interaction between
fluorine atoms within the benzyl groups. In summary, for this system, it is apparent that the
fluorine derived interactions, although generally weak, play an important role in the stabilisation
of the nearest neighbour dimer pairs, thus reinforcing our previous assertion of their important
influence in structurally related DPP based motifs.
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Figure 7. Capped stick representations of nearest neighbour dimer pairs I, III, IV, VI, VII and
VIII of HHFBDPP, with illustrated close interatomic contacts.

Charge transfer integrals, th/e. It is well known that small intermonomer displacements in
cofacial π-π stacking dimer pairs can result in dramatic variation of computed charge transfer
properties and therefore control over the effects of systematic substitutions on the charge transfer
properties of π-conjugated materials is one of the major challenges in the supramolecular design
of organic semiconductors. Given our interest in the rational design and development of single
crystal/crystalline thin film π-conjugated organic charge transfer mediating materials, the
remainder of this study focuses on the computation and analysis of hole and electron charge
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transfer integrals for each of the identified dimer pairs of HHFBDPP. Hole (th) and electron (te)
transfer integrals were computed for all of the centrosymmetric dimers within the framework of
the energy in dimer splitting method35 where th and te are computed as half the splitting between
the corresponding supramolecular orbitals, HOMO/HOMO(-1) and LUMO/LUMO(+1)
respectively. In light of the very small charge transfer integrals computed for dimer pairs I, III,
IV, VI, VII and VIII (SI 2) we focus in the following on those computed for the cruciform π-π
stacking dimer assemblies II and V (Figure 2).
Theoretical hole and electron transfer integrals for the π-π stacking dimer pairs II and V were
determined to be th/te = 0.27/0.79 kJ mol-1 and th/te = 3.47/5.12 kJ mol-1 respectively. Based upon
these crystal extracted dimer geometries we would therefore predict ambipolar charge transport
behaviour from HHFBDPP, with this single crystal structure favouring electron transport, via
either π-π stacking domain, with more efficient electron transport occurring along the
crystallographic a-axis, corresponding to the stacking direction of dimer pair V. Greater overall
charge transport in the π-π stacking direction of dimer pair V compared with dimer pair II is
consistent with their respective intermolecular interaction energies and can be accounted for on
the basis of the increased long molecular axis slip and diminished wavefunction overlap
observed in dimer pair II. Charge transfer integrals for the π-π dimer pairs of the non-fluorinated
(HHHBDPP)30 and meta fluorinated (HFFBDPP)31 analogues have been reported by us
previously (th/te of 10.70/6.10 and 2.01/0.89 kJ mol-1 respectively). In contrast to the π-π stacking
dimers reported for both HHHBDPP and HFFBDPP, where more favourable hole transport was
predicted, fluorination of the N-benzyl phenyl groups, accompanied with no halogen substitution
on the DPP core phenyl rings affords complete switching of the preferred carrier type in
HHFBDPP. This surprising change of behaviour can be rationalised on account of the
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associated dimer geometries in each of the crystal structures and their effective wavefunction
overlap, which for dimer pair V in HHFBDPP, is controlled by the unusual short molecular axis
slip observed in the π-π stack. Whilst the predicted electron transport behaviour of HHFBDPP
does not supersede that determined for HHHBDPP30 it does approach that computed by us for
rubrene (te = 7.46 kJ mol-1)26. Given the additional favourable impact that may be expected on
the overall electron affinity of HHFBDPP as a result of fluorination, we anticipate that this DPP
system could be an interesting electron transport material that should be investigated further. In
addition, unlike DPP single crystal structures reported by us previously, orthogonal charge
transport may be expected for HHFBDPP, albeit to a lesser extent along the crystallographic baxis associated with the direction of π-π stacking in dimer pair II. Therefore, despite lower hole
and electron integrals compared with HHHBDPP, this structure might be expected to
demonstrate more effective overall charge transport in thin film based devices, owing to the
enhanced dimensionality of charge transport pathways available, particularly in the presence of
grain boundaries that may arise during device fabrication.
To investigate the role of the pentafluorobenzyl substitution in controlling the electronic
coupling and charge carrier type in this system, we computed transfer integrals for artificially
generated dimer geometries as extracted from the single crystal structure of HHFBDPP, where
the pentafluorobenzyl groups were removed and replaced with hydrogen atoms. Negligible
differences were observed for the computed charge transfer integrals of dimer pair II on removal
of the pentafluorobenzyl groups (Δth = 0.02 and Δte = 0.03 kJ mol-1), which is in line with
previous N-benzyl substituted systems reported by us.30,31 In turn, a reduction in the hole transfer
integral (Δth = 2.76 kJ mol-1) and to a lesser extent the electron transfer integral (Δte = 0.29 kJ
mol-1) were computed upon removal of the fluorinated N-substituents in dimer pair V. Inspection
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of the supramolecular orbitals illustrated in Figure 8 leads us to conclude that the observed
decrease in th on progression from HFFBDPP to DPP is associated to a weaker bonding/antibonding interaction of the HOMO(-1)/HOMO upon removal of the pentafluorobenzyl
substituents. This scenario contrasts with that observed for the computed electron transfer
integrals, which remain unaltered since the LUMO surface does not extend through to the
pentafluorobenzyl groups on the lactam nitrogen atoms as it does with the HOMO. It is
anticipated that this effect should be limited to structurally related π-π dimer pairs characterised
by large shifts along their short molecular axis, and accordingly has not been previously
observed to this extent.

Figure 8. Illustration of the supramolecular orbitals of dimer pair II and V of HHFBDPP.
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CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we report the synthesis, characterisation and theoretical analysis of a novel
fluorinated DPP based single crystal structure (HHFBDPP), which is characterised by the
emergence of unique, 2-dimensional π-π stacking in the solid state. The structure of HHFBDPP
exhibits a melting point and total intermolecular interaction energy, consistent with a larger
number of nearest neighbour dimer pairs compared to its meta-fluorinated (HFFBDPP) and
non-fluorinated (HHHBDPP) equivalents. Computed intermolecular interactions determined for
each of the crystal derived dimer pairs of HHFBDPP and their systematically cropped
equivalents were employed to investigate the role of fluorine induced stabilisation in this system.
We report that, although weak, a number of intermolecular interactions involving organic
fluorine (C-F---H, πF---π and C-F---πF) are involved in the supramolecular assembly of these
dimers. In common with structural analogues reported previously, two of the dimer pairs in
HHFBDPP exhibit slipped cofacial π-π stacking interactions that are characteristic of N-benzyl
substitution and which are known to be crucial in the development of effective charge transfer
mediating materials. One of these π-π stacking dimer pairs exhibits intermonomer displacements
in line with previously reported N-benzyl substituted systems, with shifts along the long and
short molecular axes that are consistent with pentafluorobenzyl substitution. To our surprise, the
other π-π stacking dimer pair was significantly displaced along its short molecular axis in a
cofacial dimer arrangement, which is more characteristic of non N-substituted DPP pigment
analogues. The π-π stacking dimer pairs in the single crystal structure extend into mutually
orthogonal 1-dimensional π-π slipped cofacial stacking motifs running the length of the a and b
crystallographic axes, forming a completely unique 2-dimensional supramolecular cruciform
arrangement. To the best of our knowledge, this behaviour of π-π stacking interactions has not
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been reported previously and HHFBDPP represents the first example of an N-substituted DPP
where high order bulk dimensionality is observed in the solid state. Charge transfer integrals for
the two π-π stacking dimer pairs in HHFBDPP were determined using the energy splitting in
dimer method. Ambipolar charge transport favouring electron transfer approaching that of
rubrene is predicted in both of the π-π stacks with a greater magnitude of coupling observed from
those dimers perpetuating along the crystallographic a-axis. We propose that charge transport
behaviour in HHFBDPP is greatly influenced by selective fluorination of the N-benzyl
substituents and is consistent with the crystal extracted π-π stacking dimer geometries and their
overall influence on wavefunction overlap. Given the distinctive electronic structure of this
system, heavily influenced by its unique solid state packing behaviour, we anticipate that
HHFBDPP is an interesting electron transport material that should be investigated further,
particularly in crystalline thin film based devices where high bulk dimensionality is desirable.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Position and computed hole and electron transfer integrals for each of the crystal derived dimer
pairs. X-ray crystallographic information files (CIF) are available free of charge via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org. Crystallographic information files are also available from the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) upon request (http://www.ccdc.ca.ac.uk), CCDC
deposition number 1481505.
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SI1. Number of equivalent dimers and site for identified stack pairs of
HHFBDPP

Table S1.1 Number of equivalent dimers and site for different stack pairs of HHFBDPP
Dimer pair

No eq. molecules

Sitea

I

2

(3/2,1,0)

II (cruciform)

2

(1/2,1,0)

III

2

(-1/2,1,0)

IV

2

(-1/2,0,-1)

V (cruciform)

2

(-1/2,0,0)

VI

2

(2,1,1)

VII

2

(-1/2,1,1)

VIII

2

(-2,1,1)

a

Around the monomer at (1/2,0,0)

2

SI2. Computed charge transfer integrals for identified dimer pairs of
HHFBDPP
Table S2.1 Computeda charge transfer integrals (th/te) for different nearest neighbour dimer
pairs of HHFBDPP
Dimer pair

th / kJmol-1

te / kJmol-1

I

0.01

0.02

II (cruciform)

0.27

0.79

III

0.03

0.05

IV

0.05

0.19

V (cruciform)

3.47

5.12

VI

0.01

0.03

VII

0.01

0.00

VIII

0.00

0.00

a

M06-2X/6-311G(d)

3

